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TRENCH TECHNOLOGIES COMPLETES

FIVE YEARS IN BUSINESS
Young Firm Continues To Expand Its Services

Andrew Amsterdam, President of Trench Technologies, grew

up in the construction industry.  During his college years he worked

summers as a laborer and project manager for the family business,

Marsellis-Warner Corp.  After graduating from the University of

Pennsylvania with degrees in Economics and Finance, Andrew was

named Vice President of the company and eventually ascended to

the role of President.

which focused primarily on rock cutting and trenching.  Trench

Technologies was the newly-named entity, and its first headquarters

and equipment yard were located in Kenvil, NJ.

A decision was made to liquidate the assets of Marsellis-Warner,

at which time Andrew Amsterdam began a short stint employed by

another contractor.  He soon realized that he wanted to run his own

business, and began searching for an opportunity to purchase

another firm.  In the latter part of  2007, Andrew purchased the

assets of JAF Equipment, a well-known subcontractor in New Jersey

Trench Technologies offers an array of services to its clients.

The firm can perform trenching, rock cutting, pavement cutting and

directional drilling on projects.  The company has the capability of

cutting from widths ranging from 5 inches to 42 inches to most

specified depths.  The technique can be completed through surfaces

such as clay or solid rock.  The firm can also load spoils of the

trenches directly into trucks for clean and neat installations. The

firm’s rock cutting features have proven successful when dealing

with all rock types.  Using offset trenchers, Trench Technologies

can achieve widths of 12 to 28 inches and can cut to within eight

inches of an existing structure.  The firm’s equipment can also cut

through asphalt, concrete and subsurface pavement.  Since its

equipment does not use water, the company has the ability to work

throughout the winter months.

Approximately three years ago, Trench Technologies expanded

its services by adding directional drilling to its repertoire.  Its

horizontal directional drilling equipment can utilize a trenchless

Andrew Amsterdam is pictured in front of a Vermeer T955 tren-

cher.

The Tesmec 1100 rocksaw under 11th Avenue on the 7th Avenue

subway extension in New York City.

A Tesmec 1100 rocksaw.

Pictured is a reviewing pit for a directional drill in a project in

Wayne, NJ.
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methodology that provides an installation alternative that can offer

a number of benefits over traditional open-cut. This service can be

implemented with very little disruption to surface activities, requires

less working space, and may be performed more

quickly than open-cut methods.

In the past five years, Trench Technologies has

performed work at major airports in the area as well

as on major interstates such as Route 78 and Route

287.  Work has also been completed at Montclair

State University, Plainsboro Medical Center and

Bliss Windfarm.  At the JFK Airport in Jamaica, NY

the firm performed over 100,000 LF of kerf cutting

(trenching for electrical conduit), trenching of 30,000

linear feet of underdrain with its Vermeer trenchers

having the loading conveyor attachment, as well as

full depth concrete removal. At Plainsboro Medical

Center, Trench Technologies trenched for utilities

through solid rock after the main foundations and

steel of the building were installed. The company

utilized its Vermeer 955 Commander 3 under the

superstructure of the new building to cut for sewer,

water and oxygen lines. On Route 78, the firm

trenched over 2500 linear feet per day to install new

Intelligent Transportation System conduits for fiber

optic cables. At Montclair State University, the crew

cut through solid rock for a water main installation

around the new student housing buildings.

The company is affiliated with several industry

equipment manufacturers such as Tesmec USA,

Trencor by Astec, Vermeer and Ditch Witch.  Trench

Technologies has performed work for many

contractors in New Jersey, New York and

Pennsylvania.  Some of the firms that have utilized

the services of this growing firm include Vollers

Excavating & Construction, Tutor-Perini, AP

Construction, Henkels & McCoy, Pantaleo Electric,

Skoda Contracting, Lantier Construction, Penn

Bower and Solarmite Electrical Contractors.

In recent years, Trench Technologies purchased

a building and equipment yard in Livingston, NJ.

The firm employs experienced operators who are well-versed in the

specialized equipment that the company utilizes.  Vincent Territo

serves as Vice President of field operations for Trench Technologies.

In five short years, Andrew Amsterdam’s company has

established itself as an efficient and effective subcontractor that is

positioned for many more years of success.

Tesmec 1085 trencher is utilized on a water main project in Virginia.

Ditchwith 3020 directional drill is pictured on a project.


